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1. Introduction.

Several photometric methods are being used to deternine the pole orientation. theshape and the albedo distribution of asteroids. In general, these methods makeuse of the dependence existing! between the photometric infonnation (nragnitudes
and amplttudes of lightcurves) and the relative orientations and espects of a
modeled asteroid, at different positions alongf its trajectory.
The rnain restriction on these methods is, of course, the implicit chorce of anasteroid model. In Liège, we have studied successively the classical ellipsoidal
model (Surdej & Surdej, l985lrt, Surdej et al,, 198612r) and the FAM model (Free
Albedo l'dap method : a spheroid with local a.djustable alHo; Eainaut et al .,
198913t), B.rt, are these shapes and albedo distributions sufficiently general to
model adequately any asteroid ?

rn order to push back that limitation, we have developed a new tool, directlyderived from the FAI"I method, and based on a defornable polyhedron covered withfacets of vari.able albedo. I{e have rnmed it FÀS, for Free Albedo and Shape
method.

2. The Free Albedo l'1ap method (Hainaut et al., 1g8grs!).

As shown by H.N. Russell in 19O6Iar, the lightcurves of any convex asteroid, with
any albedo distribution, can be exactly reproduced by a sphere covered with a
suitable albedo distribution, provided that the latter has the same axis
orientation as that of the asteroid.

I obrurun,.

Ftgure 1 : The FA.l'l model.
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So, we model the asteroid by a sphere approxirnated by a large set of planar
facets, each of them having an adjustable albedo (Figure 1).

Assumlng that we are near the opposition, and that the geometrical approximation
is valid, the relative flux of the reflected sunlight is given for every facet
t= 1,... ,N by Lhe expression :

F=k*f(cr,Q)*A *S *@S+e ,r-tlr

with : k
f (cr, Q)

a normal izin8 constant,
a phase (c) dependence fr:nction, usingl for instance the multiple
scattering parameter Q of the Bowel I and Lrmme theoryrst,
the geometrical albedo of facet i,
the area of facet i,

the cosine of the angle between the normal of the facet ard the
line-of-sight, if the facet ls visible :
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As the sphere is a convex solid, every facet is either completely visible or
completely hidden, and we have not to bother about sbadowing effects.

The total flux of the reflected sunlight is equal to the sum of all the facet
contrrbutions :
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The search for the pole and for an albedo distribution is then achieved
m1nrmrzing, in terms of both the polar coordinates ard the albedos, the sum

the squares of the residuals between all the observed and cornputed fluxes :

by
of

tK-(r ,8 ,A ) =polc Polc I
F(l"ot"'Fpor"'n,'J '

Whereas the lowest K2 generally provides us with a reli.able pole, we have to
mention tbat the deri.ved albedo distribution is only one anon€i an infinity of
equivalent possibilities, as the addition of any combination of odd spherical
harmonics does not chan€le the resulting li9htcurves.

3. The Free Albedo and Shape method (Detal(6t; Schils, 1991t?t).

As most of the observed rnagtritude rariations are caused by shape effectsl8r, the
FAM "exclusive albedo" model has no real sigfnificance for the maiority of
asteroids. So, we tr,ave tried the complementary approach: to keep the lndivrdual
albedos constant and to modi.fy the shape of the polyhedron'
Thrs is the Free Albedo and Shape method (FAS, or sometimes FS as the albedo does

not pla)' a prominent rôle).
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slightly adapted for
which sunmits I ie on
the orientation of

facet simply depend

that purpose. l,et us consider plane
axes emergiingl from the center of the
these axes fixed, the surface and

on the length of its supportingi axes

)
\1 - d"d, (â.xâ.) + d"d,

)
s = l/2 lNl

(â.xâ, ) * drd" (â, xâ" )

^++n = N/lNl

Figure 2 : The FAM model,

So, the flux recorded by a distant observer from facet i may now be expressed
AS:

, = k * f(a,Q) * A, S,(dr,r,) * cos+r,(dr,,,),

where d are the lengths of the 3 supports of facet i.
l;1.2,3(l)

lrte nny then restart the search for the pole and, this time for the shape, by

minimlzin8l the Kt(t . , P , d -.-, tA.1) in terms of the polar coordinates
potc 'polc J(l) I

and of the lenglths of the axes. The advantate of this faceted rnodel is the wider
range of shapes that are allowed in comparison with the classical ellipsoidal or
spherical models. Of course, the computational cost is also nore important,
although not too excessive.

This method has been tested on a synthetical asteroid of ellipsoidal t1pe,
deveioped as a tool for the verification of our nethodslet. Tlvo ntrmerical
prograrns (FASI and FAS2), based on the sarne approach but completely different in
their designs (Figl. 3) give us quite good correlated results, as it is shown on
figure 4, The longituoe of the pole is determined with an excellent precision
iôI ( 1') but there is a difference of nearly 2A'between the real and the
calculated latitudes; this probably results because of both the low inclination
orbrt (i < 3') and the low pole latitude, around 17', of the asterold. The
reiative dimensions of the ellipsoid are reproduced with a quite Slood accuracy
{see Table 1).

Àppl rcatron of thts method to real asteroids is presented elsewhere in the
Proceedr.rgfs (see "Photometry, Shape Parameters and Poie Orientation of the l'linor
Planets 624 Hektor and 43 Ariadne" by A'Detal et al.).
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FASl (P. Schlis)
6q, 8O, 1O8 facets.

FAS2 (4. Detal )

48, 86, LZA facels.

Figfure 3 : Exarnples of FAS1 ard FAS2 asteroid models.

Figiure 4 : l.iap of the residual K'(r"o,., Pporc, d3rrr, [4,)) as a function of the

coordinates of the trial pole for the synthetical asteroid. The real pole is
rnarked with a "+" symbol and the FÀS ones, with a "x".

Table I
pole

longitude
pole

Iatitude rt a/b b/c

Or i8lina I 25A.9' 17.6' g. Lg5 l.45 1 .97

FASl
FAS2

25A'
25@'

-3'
-J

a.æ3
4.489

r.47
1 .49

r70
t.8a

FiÉure 5 rllustrates the synthetical asteroid at different aspect angles (A) for
(retrograde) rotatiornl phases (9) of A' , 3g', 60' ancl 90'.
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The rnain dlfficulty of the FAS method consists in preserving the convexity of the
surface of the model. \,Ie have not implemented a treatment of the shadowingf
effects that appear in the non-convex case : the subtraction of the contribution
of normaily hidden facets costs too much calculation time. Instead, we have used
two t)?es of constraints that turn out to be quite effective : a maximization of
the entropy of the axi.s lengths (these ones being normalized to the best sphere
or el lipsoid; FASI) or a minimization of the surface,/volume ratio of the asteroj.d
model (FAS2). Even if those constraints bring us back to the classical shapes,
their fine tuningi has enabled us to obtain reasonable shapes and Iightcurve
fittings.

Two nnjor improvemenls of FAS wi I I be made in the near future :

- The inclusion of a treatment for infrared lilhtcurves.
It is not possible now to perform a simultaneous determination of shape and
albedo with the only inforrnation contained in visible lightcurves. What we can
always do rs ad.;usting the albedo when the shape rs stabilized or vice-versa rn

A, = 9A'

A=60'

Pr = 3A'

A=A'

9= a' 3A' 6g' sm'

Figure 5 : different €leometrical views of the synthetical asteroid.
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order to fit at best the observed lightcurves. hlt, such a modelingf can not
$tve us any usable shape or albedo di.stri.bution, even j.f the deternrnation ofthe pole position is quite rel iable. Usir€ the complementary i.nformati.on ofthermal infrared lightcurves, in order to separate the shape effects from the
albedo ones, should improve future attempts of shape and albedo determinationof asteroids.

- The combination of FAS with a chronometric method, nanely the photometric
astrometry. The latter method is completely independent of FAS : it does not
requi.re a model, does not use the photometric infornation, excepted for the
determination of epochs corresponding to particular phases of rotation, andgives a complementary information on the pole position - (i.e. a betterprecision tn latitude than in longitude, just the reverse of FAS) - plus the
sidereal period and the sense of rotation.
This combi.nation of a photometric and a chronometric method should result in
optr.rnal determrnations of the pole orientation of asteroids.

4. Conclusions.

FAS consists in a new photometri.c method for the determination of the shape and
the orrentation of the pole of asteroids. The poles derived with FAS turn out to
be quite relrable, better in longfitude than in latitude, as expected with thatkind of methods. The reproduced shapes are also acceptable a.s long as the
observed asteroid does not depart too much from a convex solid.

As the computational cost of using FAS is importa.nt, this method should be
appl ied pref erent ial ly to asteroids showirgf regfular, non-el I ipsoidal t1pe,
I ightcurves.
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DISCUSSION

H' DEBEHOGNE: The.problem upon the latitude determination seems to be rhe sameas the graphs presented by per Màgnusson. Have yo, oi.f.,sred this artogether ?

A. DETAL: Yes.
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